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THE SIUNGON BUDDIDST DOCTRINE OF INTERPENETRATION

Adrian Snodgrass

Students of Far Eastern Buddhism are familiar with the Hua-yen
(Avata11Jsaka Kegon) teaching that all things mutually interpenetrate
(jiji-muge)a and that all things interpenetrate with their Principle
(riji-muge).l Less well known is the correlative doctrine of
interpenetration taught by the Shingon school of Japanese Esoteric
Buddhism (himitsu-bukkyoC or mikkyo)d,2 Shingon formulates the
doctrine to accord with its basic assertion that the perf ormance
of ritual is preeminent among expedient means (upaya, hOben)g,
the most efficacious, speedy and appropriate of all methods for
the attainment of Enlightenment. Shingon adapts the concept of
interpenetration to provide a theoretical underpinning for its ritual
practices, and thereby presents a wholly distinctive version of
the doctrine.
Kiikai (774-835), the founding patriarch of the Japanese Shingon
sect, classifies the religious doctrines of his ti me into a hierarchy
of "ten states of mind" (jU.jiishin)h, levels of spiritual awareness
leading up to the tenth and highest stage of insight, attained when
the Shingon Way is completed.3 He locates the Kegon doctrine
at the ninth, penultimate level that of "the Mind (that realizes)
the Absence of Self-Nature" (golru.-mujish6-shin)l, the stage where
things interpenetrate, that the mind is
it is perceived that
non-dual (advaita, funi)J with the Buddha, that all time is one moment
and one moment is all time, that the one is in the many and the
many in the one, that the universal is in particulars and particulars
are in the universal; as with the jewels of rndra's Net, each of which
reflects all the others and is in turn reflected in each of them ,
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so likewise at this level of spiritual development every entity of
the universe is seen to interpenetrate all others and all entities
are seen to interpenetrate every single entity. 4 t the ninth stage
of its development the mind sees that the things of the phenomenal
and ephemeral world reflect and interfuse with each other and
with their immutable Reality, so that "each thing is the all and
the all is each thing" and "each thing is the Buddha and the Buddha
is each thing".
Kukai says that the Kegon teaching is superior to all other
non-esoteric doctrines because it does not diminish or negate the
reality of sensible phenomena. Perceiving that the dharmas5 are
in continual flux, changing from one instant to the next, all other
Buddhist schools deduce that the dharmas are lacking in self-nature,
void, or in some way illusory or unreal: the Theravada teaches
that the sentient being is merely a temporary and everchanging
combination of the five aggregates (paii.ca-skandiiJ:I, goun)m; the
"Mere Ideation" (vijfiapti-matratii, yuishiki)n doctrine of the
Vijfianavada (Hosso) stipulates that not a single dharma exists outside
the Storehouse Consciousness (cllaya-vijniina, araya-shiki)O; the
Miidhyamika (Sanron) teaches the Voidness (silnyatti, kiJ.)P of both
the mind and the dharmas; and the Tendai doctrine of the "three
truths" (santai)q gives the phenomena of the sensible world a merely
"provisional reality" (ketaW, locating their ultimate reality in
the "middle truth" (chiltai)S, the middle way (childo)t between
provisional existence and their Voidness (kiltai)U. By contrast, the
Kegon admits the reality of the dharmas, just as they are in their
state of unceasing process and flux: phenomena and their ultimate
Reality are in no way distinct; the Enlightened see the ephemeral
characteristics and the immutable essences of forms as merged
in a totally unobstructed interpenetration, so that "the ten thousand
existences are seen to contain the ten thousand virtues of all the
Buddhas".
Kukai concurs with the Kegon teaching: the dharmas are
ephemeral and insecure, undergoing endless transformations, but
this is no token of their unreality; they are real because their
impermanence and flux are in no way distinct from their permanence
and immutability. The fleeting and everchanging world of the
senses interpenetrates the adamantine world (vajradhiitu, kongokai)v
of the Buddhas; the physical world and the Void interpenetrate
and are fused in a non-dual inseparability. There is no Void without
phenomenal forms and no phenomenal forms without their Voidness
- forms and the Void are both equally real. The physical world and
its Voidness are two aspects of a single Reality: whereas
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unenlightened men only see forms in their never-ceasing flux, the
Enlightened Buddhas see forms and their Voidness in instantaneous
union. Reality presents two aspects, one relative, finite and
conditioned, and one absolute, infinite and unconditioned. Seen
with the eye of the unenlightened being who is turned about on
the wheel of existence these two aspects appear separate and
irreconcilable, but to the Eye of the Buddha (butsugen)W 6 at the
unmoving hub they are the inseparable facets of a single truth.
In the partial view from the periphery all things are seen as transient
and in momentary transformation, lacking an abiding self-nature;
but in the total, all-encompassing view from the centre the
imperfect, ephemeral and mutable dharmas are seen as an inseparable
aspect of perfect, eternal and immutable Suchness (bhiltatathata,
shinnyo)Z; the world of fleeting, impermanent forms and the Buddhas'
world of adamantine durability are seen to interpenetrate and merge
in a non-dual fusion.
Enlightenment is the attainment of a perfect and permanent
realization of this non-dual interpenetration of all dharmas, both
mundane and supramundane. The highest and most perfect Awakening
(anuttara-samyak-saT!lbodhi,
anokutara-samyaku-sambodai)aa
is
to the truth that the evanescent world of forms and its immutable
Suchness are the complementary aspects of an indivisible identity.
The Buddha, the Awakened One, perceives that the bodies and
minds of unenlightened beings are in no way separate from his
Body and Mind of adamantine incorruptibility. Having realized
the non-duality of the finite and the indefinite he knows that his
Body and Mind are limitless and unconditioned and yet not distinct
from the limited and conditioned: his Body and Mind are the universe
of forms, merged with it in a perfect interfusion so that the physical
dharmas are the limbs and members of his Body and all mental
dharmas are the functioning of his Mind. In the Mind and Body
of the Buddha every distinction of self and other-than-self has
disappeared.
Dainichi Nyorai (Mahavairocana Tathagata), the Great Sun
Buddha, personifies the Knowledge of the non-duality of the world
and its Suchness. His Body and Mind together constitute the Dharma
Body (dharma-kiiya, hosshin)ab , 7 coextensive with the entire cosmos
and inseparably blended with all its phenomenal entities, both
physical and mental. The Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai is
coextensive with and inseparable from the total universe: it is
everywhere present in space and forever present in time; it is
contained entirely and eternally in every smallest particle of the
universe; every minute speck of the universe contains every last
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dharma; every mote of dust contains the whole Dharma Body of
Dainichi Nyorai. Even though imbued with the impurities of ignorance
and passion, each of the beings of the ten worlds (jikkai)ap 8 is
likewise totally merged with the Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai
and fully comprizes that Body within his own body and mind: the
being and the Buddha are not two; they are wholly merged in an
unobstructed interpenetration.
Up to this point the Shingon and Kegon doctrines are in basic
agreement. Kilkai nevertheless criticizes the Kegon for failing
to apply its theory in practice: the Kegon concept of interfusion
is of peripheral relevance to its methods for attaining Enlightenment·
the Kegon does not marry doctrine and expedient means (upiiya,
hOben)g. Although it teaches that all things interpenetrate, so
that the body is wholly merged with the mind and the mind with
the body, the Kegon practices do not involve the body but are
confined to meditational exercises that involve the mind alone.
The Kegon teaches a theoretically valid doctrine of interpenetration,
but ignores the practical implications of the theory.
Esoteric Buddhism, by contrast, applies the concept of non-dual
interpenetration to an all-encompassing system of practice, which
involves the body as well as the mind. It valorizes bodily gestures
and speech, using them as integral and essential components of
ritual practices aimed at merging of the body, speech and mind
with the Dharma Body of the Tathagata. This merging corresponds
to the tenth and highest of Kiikai's ten stages of mind, that of "the
Mind Adorned by the (Three) Mysteries 41 (himitsu-shogon-shin)aq,
in which the body, speech and mind of the siidhaka, by way of ritual
practices employing hand gestures and vocal formulae as well as
mental
concentration,
interpenetrate the Three Mysteries
(sammitsu;ar of the Body, Speech and Mind of the Buddha.
The restriction of the Kegon practi ces to exclusively mental
disciplines is the corollary of its teaching that Enlightenment is
achieved in the mind alone, and not in the body. Kukai counters
this with the doctrine of the "Attainment of Buddahood in the Body"
(sokushin-jobutsu;as.9 "The four characters (soku, shin, jo and butsu)",
he says, "contain an infinity of meaning; there is nothing in all
the various Buddhist doctrines that is not contained in them". The
Perfection of Buddahood in the Body is the teaching that the body
of the being and the Body of the Buddha are unobstructedly interfused
and mingled: "the Body of the Buddha is the body of all beings and
the bodies of all beings are the Body of the Buddha".lO Hence,
the attainment of Buddhahood is an Aw akening to the Knowledge
that the fleshly body, just as it is and precisely in its present state
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of impurity and imperfection, is non-dual with the Dharma Body
of the Tathagata. Kill<ai says that although the Kegon, Tendai and
other sects also speak of the Perfection of Buddahood in the Body,
they nevertheless consider the body as mortal and corruptible and
an obstruction to the attainment of Highest Perfect Awakening,
which is only attained in the mind that has transcended the body
and is freed from physical encumbrances. Klikai disagrees:
Enlightenment is attained in both the body and in mind and just
as they are here and now, in their untransformed and impure state.l1
The Three Universals

Kilkai bases his doctrine of the fused interpenetration of
the phenomenal world of the dharmas with the Dharma World of
Suchness (shinnyo-hosshin)av on the concept of "dependent originati on
from the Three Universals" (sandai-engi)aw. All Buddhist schools,
he says, agree that the dharmas come into existence not
spontaneously but as the result of dependent origination
(pratltya-samutpiida, engi)ax. They differ, however, when they
come to identify the source from which the dharmas arise by
conditioned origination: the Theravada texts speak of dependent
origination from the four causes (catvarary-pratyayiil;l, shi-en)ay
12 or from the six causes
roku.-in)aZ 13; the Vijfianavada
(Rosso) sect says that the dharmas arise by conditioned origination
from the Storehouse Consciousness (Cilaya-vijftana, araya-shiki)ba;
the Tendai sect teaches that the dharmas arise by conditioned
origination from Suchness (shinnyo·engi)bb;14 the Kegon sect teaches
that they arise fr om the Dharma world (dharma-dhatu., ho-kat)bC;
and so on. These various teachings all contrast the dharmas and
that from which they arise, with the implication that whereas the
dharmas are impermanent and mutable their source is permanent
and immutable; the reality of the dharmas lies not in themselves
but elsewhere, in a realm where the limiting conditions of form
are transcended: in Voidness, in Suchness, in the Storehouse
Consciousness, the Dharma World, t he Buddha's Pure Land
(butsu-jOdoJbd, or in some other fo rmless, immutable and
unconditioned realm that is distinct and .separate from the formal,
mutable, conditioned and unreal world of phenomena.
Even though some schools, such as the Hosso and Tendai,
pay lip service to concepts of the non-duality of forms and their
Voidness, of the identity of sarnsora and nirv<lrya, and of the identity
of the dharmas and the source whence they arise, they nevertheless
revert to a distinction between the realms of the real and the unreal
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when they teach that only the spiritually advanced are capable
of grasping the true meaning of non-dualism and that the majority
of men must accept doctrines of dualism as provisional and temporary
expedients until they have developed by a long process of training
a capacity to understand the more subtle and difficult doctrine.
Kukai refuses to accept a distinction, either in theory or
practice, between the formal and the supra-formal levels except
insofar as they are the inseparable aspects of a single,
undifferentiated reality. Accordingly, he develops a version of
the doctrine of dependent origination that identifies the dharmas
s.,nd their source. Basing his argument on passages in the esoteric
sutras, he says that the dharmas arise by dependent
from the Three Universals: Universal Essence (taidai) e, the
permanent and indestructible essence of the dharmas; Universal
Form (si5dai)bf, which is the imm utable Form that manifests in
the m;{,riad forms assumed by the dharmas; and Universal Function
(ylidai) g, the perfection of action, the pure and undefiled functioning
that manifests itself in the actions and functionings of the dharmas.
Each dharma has three corresponding aspects: it has an essence
(tai), which is its real and abiding nature; it has a form (si5) which
is the sum of the distinguishing characteristics whereby it is
recognized as what it is and not as something else; and it has a
function (yQ), meaning the sum of its actions giving rise to effects.
In the non-esoteric schools of Buddhism the Three Universals
are three aspects of Suchness and the essence, form and function
of the dharmas are imperfe ct and transitory "reflections" or
manifestations of the Three Uni versals abiding in the perfection
and permanence of Suchness. ln the non-esoteric doctrine of the
Three Universals there is a clear separation between the essence,
form and function of the dharmas on the one hand and the Three
Universals within Suchness on the other. The former, since they
are seen to lack an abiding self-nature, are considered to be unreal
in themselves; their reality lies wholly in the Three Universals,
in the absolute and completely transcendent realm of the Unmanifest.
In relation to Suchness the dharmas are null and void; their reality
lies entirely in Suchness.15
To abolish the distinction between the phenomenal world
and Suchness and to demonstrate that the reality of the dharmas
inheres within themselves so that their impermanence and mutability
are aspects of their reality, Kiikai posits the non-duality of the
Three Universals and the dharmas: the Three Universals, which
are the permanent and abiding aspect of the dharmas, are in no
way distinct from the impermanent and non-abiding aspect of the
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dharmas. The Three Universals wholly interpenetrate the essence,
form and function of phenomena. Universal Essence, Essential
Suchness, merges in a non-dual conunction with the essences of
particular things; Universal Form, the Form of Suchness, is
inseparable fused with the multiplicity of forms; the Universal
Function, the Acti onless Activity (i-mu-obk of Suchness, is not
distinct from the ceaseless activity and movement of all the dharmas.
Kukai says that the dharmas arise by dependent origination
from the Three Universals. The essences of the dharmas arise by
dependent origination from Universal Essence, their forms arise
from Universal Form, and their functionings arise from Universal
Function, but there is no separation of the dharmas and the Three
Universals whence they arise. Kukai details this doctrine by way
of three formulae: (1). Universal Essence and the Six Elements
(roku-dai)bl are identical; (2). Uni versal Form and the Four Mandalas
(shi-manda ra)bm are identical; and (3). Universal Function and
the Three Mysteries (sammitsu)bn are identical. Each of these
propositions is examined in the following.
The Identity of Universal Essence and the Six Elements

Universal Essence, the permanent and indestructible Essence
of all the dharmas, is an aspect of Suchness, but is in no way distinct
from the dharmas themselves. Kiikai elaborates this by
Universal Essence and the Six Elements
rokudai)bo,l
the irreducible components of all dharmas, namely, Earth, Water,
Fire, Air, Ether and Consciousness (vijii.ana, shiki)bP. In the
non-esoteric Buddhist writings the Elements are thought of in two
ways. Firstly, the Theravada locates them entirely at the level
of phenomenal entities, so that the Element Fire is nothing other
than the fire that burns on the hearth, the Element Water is the
water that flows in the river, and so on.l7 As such, they are subject
to all the vicissitudes of phenomena and are impermanent, mutable,
without self-nature. Secondly, according to the Mahayana view,
the Elements have two aspects, one unconditioned and one
conditioned: in the former aspect they are eternal, immutable
and imperceptible to the senses; and i.n the latter they are ephemeral
mutable and perceptible.l8 In the non-esoteric view only the former
aspect is truly real· the latter aspect, while having a quasi-reality
at its own level, is void in relation to the former.
Klikai rejects the Theravada view because it denies the reality
of the Elements and thus of the dharmas they compose; he similarly
rejects the Mahayana view because it sets up a dualistic distinction
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between the conditioned and the unconditioned. Kilkai's doctrine
of the Six Elements, on the other hand, affirms the full reality
of the dharmas. The dharmas are real because they are nothing
other than the Six Elements, and the Six Elements are nothing
other than the Universal Essence, the unconditioned Essence abiding
in Suchness. The Six Elements possess all the qualities of Suchness:
they are permanent and immutable, universally omnipresent, eternal
and indestructible.
The dharmas come into existence by "dependent origination
from the Six Elements" (rokudai-engi)bq, "All things", says
"are produced from the Six Elements: the Four Dharma Bodiesl
and everything in the Three Worlds20 are produced from them.
All the dharmas, from the· uppermost limits of the Dharma Body
down to the lowest of the six realms21 are produced from them.
Even though the dharmas are differentiated into subtle and gross
and distinguished as large and sma,U, they all come out from the
Six Elements. Therefore the Buddha teaches that the Six Elements
are the essential nature of the Dharma World";22 and "all the
Buddhas, all beings, the physical world, the four types of Dharma
Body and the Three Worlds are produced f rom the Six Elem ents".23
To say that the Six Elemen ts are identical with the Universal
Essence, the fundamental nature of all the dharmas, and that they
are the source from which all dharmas arise by dependent origination,
is to say that they completely pervade the dharmas and are
omnipresent throughout the Dharma world. This is the doctrine
of the "interpenetration of the Six Elements" (rokudai-muge)bv:
the Element Earth in each dharma penetrates and pervades the
Element Earth in every other dharma; the Element Water in each
entity fuses with the Element Water in every other dharma; and
so on for each of the Elements in turn. Further, each Element in
each dharma penetrates and pervades each of the other five Elements
in every dharma. The Six Elements are eternally and unchangeably
merged, are fused in an unhindered inter-permeat ion, are
unobsttuctedly and mutually pervading.
The dharmas that arise by dependent origination from the
Six Elements are either physical dharmas (shiki-ho)bw or dharmas
of mind (shimpoJbx.24 The physical dharmas arise from the first
five of the Six Elements, namely, Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Ether;
and the mental dharmas arise from the sixth Element, Consciousness.
Since the Six Elements are mutually fused, the five Elements
comprising the physical dha.r mas wholly pervade the sixth Element,
Consciousness, and this in turn wholly pervades each of the five
physical dharmas: the physical dharmas and the mental dharmas
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interpenetrate without hindrance. The five Elements that make
up the body of man are inseparably merged with the Consciousness
that composes the dharmas of his mind; the body and mind
interpenetrate in a non-dual cohesion. Because of this fusion of
body and mind the attainment of Enlightenment is not, as the
non-esoteric schools maintain, effected in the mind alone, but
is also and equally effected in the body.
The inter-permeation of the body and the mind is a horizontal
interpenetration at the level of the phenomenal dharmas,
corresponding to the interpenetration of phenomena and phenomena
(jiji-muge)a of the Kegon; there is also a vertical osmosis,
corresponding to the Kegoh's interpenetration of phenomena and
their Principle (riji-muge)D: f or the Buddha there is no differentiation
of self and other-than-self, so that the Element Earth of his Body
is merged with the Element Earth of everything t hat is other than
his Body, the Element Wat er of his Body pet"vades the Element
Water in everything other, and so on for each of the Six Elements:
the Elements of his Body and Mind are fused with the Elements
of the Dharma World.
In summary, the doctrine of the Identity of the Six Elements
and Universal Essence teaches that there is a totally unobstructed
interpenetration and interfusi on of all things: the body and the
mind of the being are merged one with the other; the Body and
Mind of the Buddha are merged; the body and mind of the beings
are merged with the Body and Mind of the Buddha; the being and
the Buddha are merged with the total universe of the dharmas,
the Dharma World.25
The Identity of Universal Form and the Four Mandalas

The Buddhas, the Awakened Ones, perceive the Universal
Form that abides within the maelstrom of particular forms; they
also perceive the inseparable fusion of the vortex of evanescen t
form s and their Universal Form abiding in Suchness: the ceaseless
flux of phenomena is coincident with their adamantine immutability.
Universal Form is the Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai, which is
coextensively fused with the innumerable modalities of form in
the conditioned cosmos; and the manifold forms of the cosmos
are nothing other than the qualities and virtues of the Tathagata.
The Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai, coextensi ve with the
space and simultaneous with the time of the total universe, is a
mandala (mar:tc!ala, mandara)CC, The Sanskrit word marycjala means
"circle": the circle is the form of completion and perfection and
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therefore signifies the perfection or complete fruition of Buddhahood.
The Buddha's Dharma Body is a mandala or "circle" since it
encompasses the world of forms; it is an "all-encompassing totality"
(rinen-gusoku)cd that circumscribes and includes all the forms
of the universe. The Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai is both the
mandala of the totality of the qualities and virtues of the Tathiigata
and the mandala of the totality of conditioned dharmas composing
the Dharma World.
The mandala of the Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai, identified
with the universe of dharma forms, has four aspects, the "Four
Mandalas'': firstly, the Dharma Body of the Tathagata is a "Great
Mandala" (mahii-mm:tc;lala, dai-mandara)Cf, a mandala of the universe
of forms composed of the Six Elements· secondly, it is a "Samaya
Mandala" (samaya-mru;tc;lala, sammaya-mandara)cg, the Dharma
Body made up of the universe of symbolic forms; thirdly, it is a
"Dharma !Yfandala" (dhanna-maryc;lala, ho-mandaraJCh, comprizing
all the sounds of the universe; and fpurthly it is a "Karma Mandala"
(karma-mm:tc;lala, kamma-mandara)Cl, a mandala composed of all
the actions of the universe.
The sutras give detailed directions for the different ways
in which these four types of mandala are to be rep.resented fo r
purposes of visualization during the performance of rituals. Each
of the four types of representation depicts Dainichi Nyorai as the
stationary Sun at the pivot of the universe, surrounded by his virtues
and qualities personified as Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and Gods. The
total Dharma Body of the Tathligata is simultaneously the centre
and surround of the mandala: the Great Sun and its radiations are
coincident.26
·
Each of the four types of representation shows the divinities
making up the qualities and virtues of the Dharma Body of Dainichi
Nyorai in a different way: a Great Mandala show them as
anthropomorphic figures painted in five colours; a Samaya Mandala
shows them as symbols, such as a sword, a vajra, or a jewel; in
a Dharma Mandala they are depicted as letters of the Sanskrit
alphabet; and a Karma Mandala represents them in the form of
three-dimensional, uncoloured figures.
Taking each of the Four Mandalas in turn and in greater detail:
1. Great Mandalas

The Dharma Body of Dainichi Ny.orai is the "Dharma Body
of the Six Elements" (rokudai-hosshin)CJ, the total Dharma World
made up all the dharmas composed of the Six Elements. A Great
Mandala is a mandala of the Dharma Body of the Six Elements.
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It is called "great", firstly, because it is great in comparison with
other types of mandala, and secondly, because dai is both "great"
and "elements", so that dai-mandara translates as both "great
mandala" and "mandala of the elements".27
Representations of Great Mandalas show the Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas and Gods as anthropomorphic figures painted in the
five Buddhist colours, yellow, white, red, black and blue(-green).
The colours correspond to the Elements: Earth is yellow, Water
is white, Fire is red, Air is black and Ether is blue. Consciousness,
being non-material, is colourless and cannot be shown in the mandala,
but since there is a perfect interpene tration of the Six Elem ents
it is present in each of the fi ve colours and pervades the painting. 28
The Sino-Japanese charact er shilacl, "colour", also transla tes Skt.
rilpa, "form": colour and form are coincident; the world of colours
is the world of forms. The five colours are the three primaries
(red, yellow and blue) plus black and white; all colours in the visible
world can be made by mixing the three primaries and black and
white in varying proporti ons; likewise, all the forms of the universe
are a mixture of the Ele ments.29 The colours of a Great Mandala
signify that the form s depicted are imbued wit h and are inseparable
from the Six Elements: in the same way that the figures of the
mandala are nothing other than the colours with which they are
painted, so the forms of the Dhar ma World are nothing ot her than
t he Six Elements. The presence of colour is the disti nguishing
characteristic of a Great Mandala - any depiction, even of a single
Buddha, Bodhisattva or god- is a Great Mandala if it is coloured.
2. Samaya Mandalas
The forms of the universe, interpenetrating Suchness, together
make up the Dharma Body of the Tathagata. There is an "equality"
(by6do)Cm or identity of the forms and the Dharma Body. The
Sanskrit word samaya, "a coming together, an agreement", expresses
this ad-equation of forms and the Dharma Body of Principle
(ri-hosshin)Cn: each form, as a part of the Dharma Body, is a samaya
or "adequate symbol" of a virtue or quality of Dainichi Nyorai,
whose Body equates the t otality of forms. The phenomenal un ive rse
is a mandala made up of samaya forms (sammaya-gyoco or sangyo) CP,
an "all-encompassing totality" (rinen-gusoku)cq of symbols. The
term samaya, however, is "symbol" in a specific sense: each form
is a samaya or "symbol" that signifies not a separate or transcendent
but a coincident referent: the unenlightened see the symbol as
standing apart from what it signifies; but the Enlightened see that
the signifier and the signified are wholly interfused, inseparable,
equal, identified. The symbol and its referent interpenetrate.
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Representations of Samaya Mandalas show each of the Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas and Gods in the form of a samaya such as a sword,
a lotus or jewel, which embodies the virtue or quality of the
divinity.30 The sword, for example, is the samaya form of the
Bodhisattva Maftjusri (Monju Bosatsu), who embodies Dainichi's
virtue of Wisdom which, sword-like, cuts away the bonds.of ignorance
and passion. The samaya forms shown in the mandala are
representative of all the innumerable samaya forms making up
the total mandala of the universe and of the Tathagata's Dharma
Body.
3. Dharma Mandalas
All the forms of the universe interpenetrate the Dharma
Body of Dainichi Nyorai; all the sound-forms of the universe are
the sound-Body of the TatMgata; they equate the sounds of the
Dharma preached by the Equal Emanation Dharma Body
(nisyanda-dharma-kaya,
t i5ru.-hosshin)a 0 ,
the
multiform
Body
emanated equally throughout the universe to preach the Dharma
in modes appropriate to the understanding and receptivity of the
beings at all the levels of existence. The Dharma Mandala is the
mandala of the totality of sounds of the Dharma World, each an
aspect of the Dharma preached by . the Dharma Body of the
TatMgata.
Representation of Dharma Mandalas show the Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas and Gods in the form of "seed syllables" (bl]a, shuji)cs,
written with Sanskrit letters. The Dharma or Doctrine31 preached
by the Buddha and recorded in the Sanskrit sutras is representative
of all the various modes of preaching of the Equal Emanation Dharma
Body in the many levels of the cosmos. All the words of the Dharma
are made up of syllables, each a modification, produced by
constricting the throat and varying the positions of the lips and
tongue, of the sound "A", the sound made when the throat is in
its most relaxed position. All the words of the Dharma derive from
"A''; it potentially contains all voiced sounds, and hence all the
words preached by the Buddhas. It is the sonorous source of the
Dharma.32 For these reasons the syllable "A" (aji)ct equates the
Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai, the source of all t he forms of
the Dharma; and every modification or aspect of the sound "A",
represented by a "seed syllable", equates a quality or virtue of
the Tathagata's Dharma Body.33
4. Karma Mandalas
The motions of all things both animate and inanimate, all
the actions of the body and the mind, all transformation and flux,
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interpenetrate the actions of the Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai;
each change in any of the forms of the universe equates an action
of the Dharma Body of Principle (ri-hosshin)Cn. The totality of
all change, movement and action in the universe, wholly fused
with Suchness, makes up the Karma Mandala (the "Action" Mandala)
of the Tathagata's Dharma Body.
Representations of Karma Mandalas show the "actions of
awe-inspiring deportment" (igi-jigyo)cv of the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas who embody the qualities and virtues of Dainichi
Nyorai, a deportment also evidenced in the "walking, standing,
sitting and lying down" of those who achieve union with the Buddha
in all their actions of body, speech and thought, those for whom
all actions are ritual actions, all words are dharaT).ts (daranocw
and all thoughts a form of meditation.
Representations of the Karma Mandala of the Dharma Body
of Dainichi Nyorai show his virtues and qualities as the actions
of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and Gods, depicted in the form of
three-dimensional,
uncoloured images,
making gestures of
awe-inspiring deportment. Both Great Mandalas and Karma Mandalas
show the virtues and qualities of the TatMgata as anthropomorphic
figures: a mandala of three-dimensional figures painted in the five
colours is a Great Mandala; a mandala of unpainted figures is a
Karma Mandala. The Shimangi says that "when the form is forgotten
and only the colours are seen it is a Great Mandala; and when the
colours are forgotten and one only sees the form, it is a Karma
Mandala". 34

* * * * *
Summarizing, the Great Mandala is the mandala of the Dharma
Body of the Six Elements, represented by anthropomorphic images
of divinities painted in the five Buddhist colours; the Samaya Mandala
is the mandala of the Dharma Body made up of the forms of the
universe as symbols, represented by conventional signs; the Dharma
Mandala is the Dharma Body as composed of sounds and words,
represented by seed syllables; and the Karma Mandala is the Dharma
Body composed of all the actions in the universe, represented by
unpainted anthropomorphic images shown making significant gestures.

* * * * *
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The Four Mandalas pervade all the dharmas of the universe;
they are omnipresent throughout the Dharma World. Each and every
dharma compounded of the Six Elements, including all inanimate
objects and all animate beings inhabiting the ten worlds, from the
denizens of the lowest hells to the Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, is
a Great Mandala; each dharma, from the Dependent Rewards (eho)CZ
35 of being through the mudras of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, is
a Samaya Mandala; each sound of the universe is a Dharma Mandala;
and every action, both mundane and supra-mundane, is a Karma
Mandala.
The Four Mandalas are "unified, merged, interpenetrating and
mutually pervading".36 Each of the innumerable dharmas of the
cosmos possesses all of the Four Mandalas and each of the Four
Mandalas completely perm.eates the entire Dharma World. There
is a "horizontal inseparability" (o-furi)db of the Four Mandalas
at
the level of "interpenetration within differentiation"
(irui-muge) by,31 that is, at the level where the being is seen as
separate from the Buddha: the Four Mandalas within the being
interpenetrate each other without hindrance; the Four Mandalas
of the being interpenetrate the total universe; each being possesses
within his own body and mind all the dharmas made up of the Six
elements, all forms as symbols, all sounds and all the actions of
the cosmos. Again, there is a "vertical inseparability" (ju-{urt)dc
of the Four Mandalas at the level of "interpenetration within
identity" (dorui-muge)ca, the level where the being is seen as
identical with the Buddha: the Four Mandalas of the being and
the Four Mandalas of Dainichi Nyorai are omnipresent throughout
the cosmos and interpenetrate in the same total way as light and
space, so that there is a total union of the body and mind of the
being with the Body and Mind of the Buddha and with the Universal
Form of Suchness.
The Identity of Universal Function and the Three Mysteries

The actions of men are of three types, called the "three
actions" (trfni-karmiir:ti, sango)dd: physical actions, the movements
and gestures of the body; speech; and the actions of the mind, such
as thought, perception and volition. The unenlightened see these
three types of action as belonging exclusively to the phenomenal
world and as quite distinct from the world of absolutes; the
Enlightened see them otherwise, as three types of action which
wholly interpenetrate with Suchness: the bodily ac tion s, speech
and mental activities of men are the actions of the Body, Speech
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and Mind of Dainichi Nyorai. All the actions of beings and all the
movements of the physical dharmas are in non-dual identity with
the actions of the Dharma Body of the Tathagata; all the utterances
of men and all the sounds of the universe are identical with the
Tathagata's Speech; and all mental functionings are identical with
the Tathiigata's Mind.
The Tathagata's Body, Speech and Mind together comprize
Universal Function. They cannot be seen, heard or understood by
the unenlightened or even by Bodhisattvas who have reached the
penultimate stages of Enlightenment. They are hidden and
inconceivable except to the fully enlightened Tathilgata himself,
and are therefore called the Three Mysteries (sammitsU)d e: the
Mystery of the Body
shimmitsu)df, the Mystery of
Speech (viig-guhya, gomitsU)dg and the Mystery of Mind (mano-guhya,
imitsu)dh. These Three Mysteries constitute the most profound
and subtle essence of the dharmas and abide in complete identity,
so that the Mystery of the Body is identical with the Mystery of
Speech, the Mystery of Speech is identical with the Mystery of
Mind and all three are equally the functioning of the Dharma Body.
The ignorant imagine that the three actions of men are separate
from the Three
of the Dharma Body Buddha
(hosshin-butsu-sammitsu)dl, They do not see the true essence of
their actions of body, speech and mind and therefore remain
enmeshed in the world of sa1!1siira. The Enlightened Buddhas,
however, see that the three actions of beings are in no way different
from the Three Mysteries of the Tathagata: the physical, verbal
and mental activities of beings are nothing other than the functioning
of the Dharma Nature (dharmatii) of the Six Elements
(rokudai-hossho)dj, are fundamentally unproduced, possess all the
qualities and virtues of Suchness, and equate the Three Mysteries
of the Dharma Body and the Dharma Essence (hottai)dk, This being
so the actions of beings are also Mysteries, and are accordingly
termed the "Three Mysteries of Beings" (shujo-sammitsu)dl,
The Three Mysteries of Beings and the Three Mysteries of
the Dharma Body of Dainichi Nyorai are fused in a non-dual identity,
but in the view of the deluded they appear to be separate. When
immanent within the body and mind but as yet hidden by the veils
of ignorance, the Three Mysteries of the Buddha are called the
"innate Three Mysteries" (honnu-sammitsu)dm; when their inseparable
immanence within the three actions of the being has been realized
as a result of practising the esoteric rituals, they are called the
"cultivated Three Mysteries" (shusho-sammitsu)dl,
To enable the unenlightened to realize the innate Three
Mysteries, the Tathiigata reveals ideal forms of bodily, verbal and
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mental action. When correctly performed in prescribed rituals,
these three paradigmatic forms of action are unified with the Three
Mysteries of the Dharma Body, so that the gestures, speech and
thought of the performer of the ritual are totally fused with the
Body, Speech and Mind of Dainichi Nyorai. These exemplary acti ons
of body, speech and mind are the "Three Mysteries of Method"
(hoben-sammitsu)do, the basis of all esoteric rituals and practice.
The actions of the body described in the sutras are various mudras
(inget)dP or hand gestures; the actions of speech are the "true words"
(shingon)Cu, that is, dharar:tls or sacred incantations; and the actions
of the mind are mental visualizations of the "four Knowledge Signs"
(shi-chi-tn)dQ, corresponding to the Four Mandalas: Great Knowledge
Signs (dat-chHn)dr, which are coloured anthropomorphic images;
Samaya Knowledge Signs (sammaya-chi-in)ds, which are symbols
such as vajras, swords, jewels; Dharma Knowledge Signs (ho-chi-in)dt,
or seed syllables; the Karma Knowledge Signs (kamma-chi-in)du,
which are uncoloured anthropomorphic images. These Knowledge
Signs function as objects of mental concentration in the performance
of rituals.
The unenlightened are not able to see that the actions of
their everyday life are an inseparable aspect of the actions of the
Body, Speech and Mind of the Tathagata; nor are they able to see
that the hand gestures, incantations and actions of mental
visualization prescribed in the sutras and used in ritual are
inseparably merged with the Tathiigata's Three Mysteries. The
Enlightened, however, perceive that the Three Mysteries of Method
and the Three Mysteries of the Dharma Body are essentially
indistinguishable: the three ritual actions and the three actions
of the Buddha are aspects of the same Reality. For the Buddhas
the Three Mysteries of Method, the innate Three Mysteries and
the cultivated Three Mysteries interpenetrate without residue
or distinction. 39

* * * * *
Kiikai's doctrine of dependent origination from the Three
Universals can be interpreted at two levels. Firstly, viewing it
from the level of the unenlightened, who draw a distinction between
phenomena and the Source of phenomena, between that which
produces and that which is produced, the dharmas arise by dependent
origination from the Six Elements. But since phenomenal dharmas
are only known by their forms and their functioning, to say that
dharmas arise by dependent origination from the Six Elements
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is to say that Universal Form (the Four Mandalas) and Universal

Function (the Three Mysteries) also arise by dependent origination
from the Six Elements, that is, from Universal Essence: Universal
Form, which is the totality of the innumerable forms of the dharmas,
and Universal Function, which is the totality of their innumerable
actions and functions, arise by dependent origination from Universal
Essence. Kukai expresses this by likening Universal Essence to
the trunk and Universal Form and Universal Function to the branches
of a tree.39 At this level of their viewing the Three Universals
are "vertically differentiated" (ju-shabetsu)bZ into a hierarchY.
in which Universal Essence is the position of the absolute (zettaoea
and of "one flavour identity" (ichimi-byOclo)df, while Universal
Form and Universal Function are in the dependent and relative
(zuien)eg position of conditioned origination.
Secondly, viewing the doctrine of dependent origination from
the Three Universals at the level of the Enlightened, the Three
Universals are all equally merged in "the ocean of the fulfilment
and completion of all qualities" (shotoku-emman-kai)eh . This i.s
the realm of the absolute and of innate essences (honnu-taishq)e 1,
where there is no differentiation of the dharmas and their Source.
At this level of viewing the Three Universals are seen in their
"horizontal identity" (o-by&io)cb, each possessing the totality of
the qualities of the other two. At this level of non-differentiation
there is no ordering of the Three Universals into a hierarchy, all
being equal, and there is no distinction between that which produces
and that which is produced: the Six Elements are referred to as
"the Six Elements of .the Suchness of the Dharma Body Buddha"
(hObutsu-honi-rokudai)eJ, the Four Mandalas are called "the Four
Mandalas of the Suchness of the Dharma Body Buddha"
(hobutsu-shonen-shiman)ek, and the Three Mysteries are called
"the Three Mysteries of the Identity of the Dharma Body Buddha"
(hi5butsu-by6do-samm itsu)el.
KUkai marries these two ways of viewing the Three Universals,
once again by appealing to the concept of interpretation: the vertical
differentiation and horizontal identity of the Three Universals
interpenetrate and merge; they are only different insofar as they
are two ways of viewing the same thing. The doctrine that Universal
Form and Universal Function are produced by dependent origination
from Universal Essence is the inseparable complementary of the
doctrine of the Equality of the Three Universals (sandai-by&io)em.
Kukai
expresses
the
mutual interpenetration
of vertical
differentiation and horizontal identity when he refers to the doctrine
of dependent origination from the Three Universals as "the doctrine
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of dependent origination of the produced and yet unproduced; and
of the unproduced and yet produced". 40

* * * * *
Kukai's doctrine of dependent origination from the Three
Universals reformulates the Kegon doctrine of the interpenet rati on
of phenomena with each other and with their Principle. He
restructures the teaching in order to show that the Six Elements
of the body and mind of the performer of a ritual are merged with
the Six Elements of the total cosmos and with the Six Elements
of the Dharma Body of Suchness, that the Four Mandalas of his
person are merged with the Four Mandalas of the universe and
of the Tathagata, and that his ritual gestures, speech and men tal
visualizations interpenetrate the Body, Speech and Mind of Dainichi
Nyorai.
This reformulation removes the doctrine of interpenetration
fr om the realms of theory and relates it directly to the performance
of rituals, the pre-e minent practice of Shingon Buddhism. KGkai
provides the theoretical basis for Esoteric Method.
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Buddhism"), Koyasan University Press, 1937. There is also
a heavy reliance on articles in the Mikkyo Daijiten (11 A
Dictionary of Esoteric Buddhism") 6 Vols., Kyoto, Hozokan,
repr. 1971. and in Mochizuki Shinkyo (ed.), Bukkyo Daijiten
("Dictionary of Buddhism"), 10 Vols., Tokyo, Sekai seiten
kanko kyokai, 1968.
The Tendai sect of Japanese Buddhism also had an Esoteric
Doctrine (mikkyo)d. To distinguish the two schools of
esotericism, the Shingon sect is termed the Tomitsue, "Eastern
Esotericism", named for one of its main centres, the
temple, in Kyoto; and Tendai esotericism is termed Taimitsu ,
in which ta:i is the second character of Tendai, the Japanese
reading of T'ien-t'ai, the name of the mountain in China where
the sect had its beginnings. This study is concerned solely
with the teachings of the Tomitsu.
Given in his Himitsu-mandara-jiljfishin-ron ("Commentary
on the Ten Stages of Mind of the Secret Mandala"), in Takakusu
Junjiro and Watanabe Kaigyoku (eds.), Taisho shinshu daizokyo
("The Complete Tripi taka of the TaishO Period"), 100 Vols.,
Tokyo, TaisM issaikyo kank6-kai, 1924-1932, (hereafter
referred to as "Taisho''), No.2425, and the Hizo-hoyaku, ("The
Precious Key to the Secret Treasury"), Taisho No.2426. KOkai's
doctrine of the ten stages of mind has been outlined in a
number of studies. See, for example, Takeda, Kflkai, op.cit.,
64ff.; Minoru Kiyota, Shingon Buddhism: Theory and Practice,
Los Angeles and Tokyo, Buddhist Books International, 1978,
33ff.; Anesaki Masaharu, History of Japanese Religion, Rutland,
Vermont and Tokyo, Tuttle, 1963, 129-133; Wm. Theodore
de Bary et al. (eds.), Sources of the Japanese Tradition, New
York and London, Columbia University Press, 1958, 154-155;
E. SteinilbeL-Oberlin, The Buddhist Sects of Japan, London,
George Allen and Unwin, 1938, 97-101; Sir Charles Eliot,
Japanese Buddhism, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1935,
341-344; etc.
The metaphor of lndra's Net is borrowed from the doctrines
of the Kegon sect.
The term dharma (ho)k is multivalent and ambiguous. In its
broadest sense it means "that which is held fast or kept"
(Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictiona.r y, s.v., Dharma),
"something that maintains a certain character always and
becomes a standard of things. It is 1. Law, truth, righteousness;
2. The universal norms or laws that govern human existence.
3. The Buddha's teachings; the Buddhist canon. 4. Good deeds
that have no defilements. 5. The consequences of action,
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or karman; the result of previous action which must work
itself out. 6. The whole universe as the object of thought ... "
(Japanese-English
Buddhist
Dictionary,
Tokyo,
Daito
Shuppansha, 107, s.v., HO). rn other contexts, such as this,
it is "that which has entity and bears its own attributes" (W .E.
Soothill and Lewis Hodous, A Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist
Terms, London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1969, 267)
and is practically synonymous with "thing". The phrase issai-hol
"all entities", is a common one in the Buddhist literature
and is equivalent to "phenomena" or "the phenomenal world".
In Shingon Buddhism the Dharma Body is the Buddha Body
that embraces all the dharmas, "things", of the total universe.
Throughout the remainder of this article the word "dharma"
is not italicised.
Whereas the fleshly eye perceives gross forms and the Divine
Eye perceives subtle forms and the formless, the Buddha
Eye is the Eye of the Heart (or Mind), (shingen)X which, by
the power of meditation (joriki)Y, sees through the appearances
of forms to their eternal and imm utable Suchness.
The Mahayana sects equate the Dharma Body (dharma- kaya,
hOshinab or hosshin)ac with Suchness; it is uncondi t ioned
and transcendent and is contrasted with the Reward or
Enjoyment Body (Sa1!lbhoga-kaya, hOshinad or juyil-shin)ae,
which turns the Wheel of the Dharma for the sake of the
Bodhisattvas in the Ten Stations (dasa-bhilmayal), jiiji)S.f of
the Fifty Two Bodhisattva Stages (gojunt-oag and with the
Correspondence or Tr:ansformation Body (nirmciTJ.a-kaya,
o-shin 8ll or henge-shin)al, which is manifested to guide and
aid the unenlightened in all the states of existence. In the
Mahayana teaching the Dharma Body does not reveal the
Dharma, this being the function of the other two Buddha
Bodies. Esoteric Buddhism teaches a different version of
the doctrine: the realms of the Dharma Body and of phenomena
interpenetrate, so that the Dharma Body is omnipresent and
reveals the Dharma at every level of existence; each of the
Buddha Bodies is a Dharma Body. The Shingon accordingly
lists four Dharma Bodies (catur-dharma-kii.yal), shi-hosshin)OJ:
the Self-Nature Dharma Body (svabhava-dharma-kaya,
jishO-hosshin)ak, omnipresent throughout the .Three Worlds,
where it eternally reveals the Dharma of the Three Mysteries
(sammitsu-ho)al for all beings; the Dharma Body of Enjoyment
(Sa1!lbhoga-dharma-kaya, juyil-hosshin)S.m, the Rewa.rd Body
(hoshin)ad manifested for the sake of Bodhisattvas in the
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Dharma to the beings of all the levels of existence in the
Three Worlds; and the Equal Emanation Dharma Body
(nisyanda-dharma-kliya,
toru-hosshin)ao,
the Body that
manifests itself in the innumerable forms of all the species
of beings and reveals the Dharma in modes appropriate for
their understanding.
The Ten Worlds (jikkai)ap are the ten realms of living beings:
hell; the worlds of hungry spirits, animals, asuras and men ;
the realm of the gods; and the worlds of srlivakas,
pratyekabuddhas, Bodhisa ttvas and Buddhas.
The doctrine of the Perfection of Buddhahood in the Body
is given in Kukai's Sokushin-ji5butsu-gi, op.cit.
TaishO, Vol.77, p.538.
The doctrine of the Perfection of Buddhahood in the Body
is equivalent to that of bonsho-funiat, "the non-duality of
unenlightened beings (bon) and Sages (sho)" and also to that
of bonsho-ichinyoau, "the One Suchness of unenlightened
beings and Sages". The term "Sages" here refers to the Buddhas.
The four causes are: hetu-pratyaya, the direct cause;
samantara-pratyaya, the first moment of thought that is
the cause of the second moment of thought; iflambana-pratyaya,
the object as the cause of the functioning of the viji'iana;
and adhipati-pratyaya, all other causes that contribute to
the arising of a dharma.
According to the SarVIIstivada there are six types of cause:
kararya-hetu, the effective cause, which is of two types, active
and passive; sahabhU-hetu, cooperative causes, such as two
or more of the four elements; sabhiiga-hetu, causes that are
of the same nature as the effect, such as good producing
good, etc.; samprayuktaka-he tu, mutually responsive or
associated causes, such as the mind and the men tal attributes,
subject and object; sarvatraga-hetu, universal cause, that
is, illusion, which is divided into eleven types; and vipclk:a-hetu,
causes that are of different nature from their effects, such
as evil producing suffering.
The Tendai doctrine is based on passages in
Mahoyana-sraddhotpada-sastra (DaijOkishinron), "The A wakening
of Faith in the MahiiyCina", Taish6, Vol.32, No.l666.

The origins of the concept of the Three Universals go back
to the beginnings of the Mahayana. Asvagho$a speaks of them
in his Daijokishinron, mentioned in the previous note.
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defines Universal Essence as "Equal Suchness" (do-shinnyo)bh;
Universal Form is the form of Suchness and includes all the
innumerable qualities of Such ness that are contained within
the Tathiigata-Storehouse (tathagata-garbha, nyorai-zo)bi,
such as Knowledge, Compassion and Light; and Universal
Functioning is Suchness acting to transform beings and guide
them to liberation, producing all skilful causes and effects
in both the mundane and the supra-mundane worlds. The
concept of the Three Universals appears again in Nagarjuna's
Commentary
on
"The
Awakening
of
Faith"
(the
Shakumakaenron, Taishc3, Vol.32, No.l668), where he says
that Universal Essence is "Suchness within life and death",
Universal Form is the Form of Suchness that includes all
the qualities, 11 innumerable as thEl sands of the Ganges", of
fundamental Awakening (hongaku)bJ, and Universal Functioning
is the Functioning of the Reward Body (hoshin)ad and
Correspondence Body (6-shin)ah of the Tathilgata. Both texts
thus define the Three Universals as three aspects of Suchness.
In the same way that the Universals are called the "Three
Greats" (sandai)en because they are omnipresent in all the
dharmas of the ten worlds, so the Six Elements are the "Six
Greats" (rokudai)bO because they are universally present
in all dharmas.
The Theravada doctrine of the Elements is given in sutras
and sastras such as the Chuagonkyo, the Zoichiagonkyo, the
Kusharon , the Basharon, etc.
The doctrine appears in the Mahayana siltras and sastras
such a·s the Daichidoron, the Yugakyo, the Joyuishikiron,
the Chilron, the Niokyo, the Dlihannyakyo, the Yorakukyo,
etc.
See above, note 7.
The Three Worlds
sangai)eO are the worlds
of inhabited by the unenlightened: the world of desire, the
world of form and the formless world.
The "six alarms" or "six paths" (rokudo)br are the six migratory
states of existence: the realms of the hells, of the hungry
ghosts, animals, asuras, men and gods.
Quoted in the Mikkyo Daijiten, p.2322, s.v., Rokudaitaidaibs.
At first sight this doctrine seems to disagree with that of
Subhakarasirpha in his Dainichikyosho ("Commentary on the
Dainichi Sutra", Taisho, Vol.39, No.1796), where he says that
the fundamental essence of all the dharmas is the syllable
"A" (aji)bt, the primordial sound from
all dharmas arise
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as modifications (see below). The conflict is apparent only,
since Kilkai sees the doctrines of dependent origination from
the syllable "A" (aji-engt)bu and dependent origination from
the Six Elements (rokudai-engi)bq as two formulations of
one and the same concept, since the Six Elements are nothing
other than a development or an amplification of qualities
inherent in the syllable "A" and are in no way separate from
it. In this view the Six Elements are aspects of the syllable
"A" and the syllable is a synthesis of the Six Elements.
The character shild in shiki-hobw, "physical dharmas", refers
to what is subject to change and can be broken down or
destroyed; to what has physical form; to what has mass and
therefore has resistance and can obstruct (see Japanese-English
Buddhist Dictionary, op.cit., p.278, s.v., Shiki, and Soothill
and Hodous, op.cit., p.220, s.v., Riipa). The word "matter"
has been avoided as a translation of shiki since the word in
its popular acceptance carries overtones of meaning that
are contrary to Buddhist concepts of the nature of the
phenomenal world. The character shin in shimpobx means
both "heart" and "mind", which are synonymous terms in both
Chinese and Japanese.
The doctrine of the unobstructed interpenetration of the
body and mind of beings is called "Interpenetration within
differentiation" (irui-muge)bY, referring to unobstructed
non-duality at the level of differentiation, where the being
is seen in his "vertical differentiation" (ju-shabetsu)bZ from
the Buddha; and the doctrine of the interpenetration of the
being and the Buddha is called "interpenetration within identity"
(di5rui-muge)ca, referring to the level of identity, where the
being and the Buddha are seen in their "horizontal identity"
(i5-by6do)Cb, Taken together, these doctrines show that there
is a total interpenetration of the Elements both horizontally
and vertically.
In the last analysis every esoteric mandala portrays the Dharma
Body of Dainichi Nyorai. Whatever the name or form of the
Buddha or Bodhisattva shown at the centre of the mandala
he is a personification of some aspect or quality of Dainichi's
Dharma Body. Similarly, every one of the divinities arranged
in layers radiating from the centre are embodiments of one
or other of his innumerable virtues. Thus the Dharma Body
of Dainichi Nyorai is identified with the honzonce at the
centre of the mandala and simultaneously with the surrounding
configuration of divinities. He is at once the axis and the
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area of the mandala. -For the symbolism of the stationary
Sun, coincident with its rays, see my unpublished doctoral
thesis, Stellar and Temporal Symbolism in Traditional
Architecture, University of Sydney, 1985, 79-85.
HizOki, quoted in Mikkyo Daijiten, p. l024, s.v., Sh.imansOdatck.
The reasons for these correspondences are complex and beyond
the scope of this study. It is hoped to gi ve a detailed analysis
of the Shingon doctrines of colour at some future time.
See Snodgrass, Symbolism ••• , op.cit., 286-292.
The samaya form is a symbol of the divinity in four ways:
it embodies the qualities and virtues of the divinity, his original
vow (honseocr, his ways of functi oning to rem ove the
hindrances to Enlightenment, and his manner of Awakening
beings by surprise.
See note 5 above.
The syllable "A" is therefore, like the mandala, an
"all-encompassing totality" (rinen-gusoku)cq . The syllable
"A" is the supreme Dharma Mandala, the contain er of all
dharmas.
Dharma Mandalas sometimes represent divinities by their
dharaJJtS (sh.ingon)CU rather than their seed syllables. A dhOrar;[
is a development of the potentialities contained within the
seed syllable.
·
Quoted in the Mikkyo Daijiten, p.l024, s.v., Shimandaracx.
The "dependent rewards" (eho)CY of karma are distinguished
from the "proper rewards" (sh.Obo)CZ. The former are
circumstances such as countries, food, clothes, etc., which
make up the physical environment of the person gained as
a result of past actions (karma) , and the latter refers to the
body and mind he gains by the working of the same laws of
causality.
The doctrine of the non-duality of the Four Mandalas is given
in the Sokush.ing!, quoted in the Mikky6 Daijiten, p.l024,
s.v., Shimansi5dai a.
Cf ., note 25 above.
In the older texts the Three Mysteries are correlated with
the
Three
Buddha
Bodies
(san-bussh.in)dv.
The
Jish.ibosatsunenjuho (quoted Mikkyo Daijiten, p.840, s.v.,
Sammitsuyiidai)dw, for example, says that the Body, Speech
and Mind Mysteries are respectively the Correspondence
(nirmdr).a-kliY.a, o-shin)ah, Transformation (Sa1!1bhoga-kiiya,
henge-shin)al and Dharma (dharma-kiiya , hosshin)ac Bodies
of the Buddha. Other sources relate them to the Three Sections
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(sanbu)dx of the Buddha (butsu-bu)dY, Lotus (renge-bu)dz
and Diamond (kongo-bu)ea, and to the Dharma Body, Prajna
(hannya)eb, and Liberation (gedatsu)ec, and so on.
If, when viewed in their absolute aspect, the Three Universals
are undifferentiated and in "horizontal identity" (0-byOdo)Cb
so that each possesses all the qualities of the other two, then
it f ollows· that it is also valid to speak, as some texts do,
of the Universal Essence of the Six Elements as produced
as well as productive and of Universal Form and Universal
Function as productive as well as produced.
Speaking of this in the Sokushingi (quoted in the Mikkyo
Daijiten, p.814, s.v., Sandaoen, Kiikai says that "although
that which produces and that which is produced both exist,
how can the unconditioned principle that transcends the
productive and the produced be said to create? The names
of that which produces and of that which is produced are
secret names (known only to the 'I'athagata). Those who
continue to hold to the superficial and incomplete
interpretation are led to make many erroneous statements".
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